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MY ALIEN STATUS:

Sometimes I put my palms together as though praying, and say “thank you,” because ______
$159 is the government’s daily cost for detaining an immigrant 

In a dream:
(“Excuse me, what do you think you’re doing, writing about the war like this?” 
“My grandparents were involved in multiple wars…”
“Both?”
“There were more than two.”)

...

The ocean that surges against coastal defense becomes a vehicle for diaspora and 
displacement, for lives adrift in uncertainty. Inspired thinking about historic sites, far away, 
located on a different continent. Remembrance turned red poppies turned lost souls’ 
commemoration. For there was a garden of biographies in my dream, Colonialism was living in 
the body of 
a bed of 
carnivorous red poppies. 

...

We missed the last train.

It is eleven thirty am, five hours after you have woken up...
We have been spurred by the wind, to make a stop here. 

your friends have been talking about you. marrying somebody to not be kicked out of the 
country. Marriage is a radical thing now, because it helps a person of color from a historically 
oppressed, colonized place to stay in america. They don’t make it easy for vietnamese 
immigrants to stay, let alone to be naturalized, or anything like that. 

Last weekend we went to see an art show installed inside a suite of former military structures in 
the Presidio (to see suitcases floating in the ocean), that is how you’ve been feeling…, like 
those suitcases in the water, adrift at sea, 
We have been living in the house since approximately a month ago.
Waking up, drifting from room to room, your yellow crooked body being lifted from the bed, like a 
feathered wing, like a dancer’s body, a ballerina, an ASIAN ballerina, with black hair and 
whatever asian attributes they have slapped onto your asian self, slanted eyes, flat nose, aging 
well, sesame oil in your instant noodles, 

Lifted until you are swallowing ash, sitting on the sidewalk, 
Banned from getting your own things from your own apartment, 



Calling the tenants’ union, asking about illegal evictions, “Yes even as a subletter you are 
guaranteed the right as a tenant, to be protected by the law, there was no written notice, barely 
a 24 hour notice, at least
they should pay you back your rent even,” 

Your friend from NYC, who looks down on your pursuit of being an artist, blogs publicly about 
her helping you out throughout your suicidal depression, in your opinion, she went out of line, 
depicting herself like a fairy godmother, standing up for her Asian sisters, the concept of 
sisterhood can be so easily abused, 
My friend grew up half jewish half asian and she told me she never thought about her being an 
Asian until she met me. 

…

What you must be reading is: the critical reader of contemporary art in asia, 
Contemplating why you have ended up here, and how exactly, and how many times over and 
over again you have to explain, it doesnt matter to have grown into a beautiful thing, because 
where your body goes, the body is a shell and it is objectified under the yellow fever gaze 
anyway, your friend from NYC asks, “is this really your experience with white men?” she frowns 
befuddled when you nod, yes. 

You’ve married a Black guy. youve moved in together, YOU STILL HAVE NO FUCKING CLUE 
WHAT BEING MARRIED MEANS.
And you still haven’t moved all your stuff into the drawers in our new place. 
Your neck stiff from obsessions about defying against heteropatriarchal wantings
When your body walks at home, it is to be told not to walk, not to dress like so, 
To be dressed, 
To be made, raveled, never showing the cracks as undone, 
To never be marked as anything other than a girl body, to never be marked as any minority, just 
nothing other than a gift, for the sons and fathers of viet nam, 

Never keeper of the meaning, never the porcelain shard, 
Never called the “bad chinese bitch” by Black men on the streets in the mission
Or by your mothers name and not your own 

Sometimes, the breeze would be circulating, creating a maelstrom in which lily blossoms that 
have fallen off the trees would be swirling, as though mad, and you would be tossing back into 
your own body and consciousness. As though your floating self that has drifted away lost, is 
now back to be turned inside. Soul reinserted as body is folded, like an expanding couch, 
towards the floor. 

When I say hi to Black and Asian people I meet on the train, they ask me if i know this hood 
well, 
when i say, yeah, well, no, not really, 
They could tell, they ask me where im from. When i say vietnam, they say, “No, say where 
you’re from!” 
HO CHI MINH city. Damn right, girl. HO CHI MINH city. Like whatever, Nobody can even say it 
right. they tell me their names. When i say it back to them correctly, and im confused about why 



they tell me i say it like im a west indian. I could say it right and i don’t sound white so they say i 
sound like im a west indian… 

Body, an expanding couch, because folded, as arm reaching forward to pick something up from 
the floor… 

Because of the delicious and delicate piano music, the atmosphere inside the room as though 
has 
Blended into a pure bliss, a perfectly white japanese lily
Rings of ever so slight disturbance permeating across water in a pond… 
A moldy peach on the ground,
For you time has flown past like desert dust, without structure, without constraints…
In some way, you have stopped caring… It’s a liberating thing to say, for you to have stopped 
caring about the passing of time. What does that become, living in timeless vacuum of a lonely 
heart, perchance. Dreaming in queer immigrant time. 

…
 the room is shaped like an irregular octagon. Is a green card worth all this pain after all? Look 
at my passport, on the bed stand, it’s green. there are glinting artifacts, mirrors propped against 
the wall, there are artifacts, continually, glittering in the dark. last night in your hands you were 
holding a bird almost kissing it. at the beach you eat a fish fry while looking at the drifting clouds, 
everything seems to be racing. you walk toward your wit’s ends then you sleep in the room. the 
room that you don’t own. it’s almost morning then it is morning 

your identity is fluid. vietnamese. asian. asian american. does spending 4 years in america 
qualify one for being asian american? immigrant. that’s the word. Does it matter where you 
come from? Yes. you do have the papers. but they dont make it easy to stay, even if you went to 
school here, lived here for four years. You have a life here. your papers are expiring in february. 
it’s october, so that will be in four months. mercy me. you eat a fish fry while looking at the 
drifting clouds, everything seems to be racing. you walking toward your wit’s ends then you 
sleepin’ in the room. the room that you don’t own. it’s almost morning then it is morning.

the last time I came back was like 2 years ago”
“Something about my grandmother who i have not seen for several years”
“Something about the intentions of my art.” 
“Something about đất nước vạn xuân, (a land of ten thousand springs)
“seeing as America stands for the civilized world - how much injustice there is fucking grinds my 
gears because we're all here like sitting ducks trying to emulate some bullshit pretense”
Cathy Lu, whose studio I am subletting, says, “I’m uncomfortable with the phrase Asian 
American because I’ve always felt that having been born here, I’m just ‘American’, but I 
understand that I will never be seen that way.”
An immigrant pang
“It’s like there is a hand from under the surface that is grabbing your ankle and pulling you into 
the mud… and i am holding your hand, and i am pulling you toward me…”

“I just hope to find a fruit. Just one fruit. And that would be enough.”
“I just want to not disappear into the seed of forgetting.”




